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FOREWORD

THE accompanying paper presents

the result of observations on a

class of artifacts found in abun-

dance at the ruins of Hawikuh, New

Mexico, during the field seasons of 1917 to

1919, inclusive, and although the excava-

tions at that site are not yet finished, it is

scarcely probable that many new forms of

bone objects will be found. The Hawikuh

researches were made possible through the

generous cooperation of Harmon W. Hen-

dricks, Esq., a trustee of this Museum,

whose great interest in its activities has al-

ready resulted in the enrichment of its col-

lections to a remarkable degree, and will be

the means of advancing knowledge of Amer-

ican archeology and ethnology to an extent

that is now difficult to estimate.

George G. Heye,

Director.
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HAWIKUH BONEWORK
By F. W. Hodge

INTRODUCTION

NUMEROUS were mammals and

birds in western-central New
Mexico when the Spaniards

first explored the region toward

the middle of the sixteenth century^ that it

is not strange that in the ruins of the pueblo

of Hawikuh .excavation should reveal many
objects of bone and kindred materials.

Castaneda, a member of Coronado's ex-

pedition to Zuiii in 1540, and its chief

chronicler, speaks of "large numbers of

bears in this province, and lions, wildcats,

deer, and otter," while other members of

the army mention clothing made from the

skins of deer, and of the domestication of

turkeys by the Zuni, although it was said

by Coronado himself, writing in August,

that "there are not many birds, probably

because of the cold, and because there are
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III

no mountains near."^ However, the speci-

mens themselves give the most direct evi-

dence of the mammals and birds whose

bones entered into the economic life of the

early Zuiii people, for, represented in their

artifacts are bones of the bison, prong-

horn antelope, western mule deer, western

Virginia deer, grizzly bear, wildcat, puma,

coyote, hare, brush rabbit, and turkey,

besides the domestic goat (introduced, of

course, by the Spaniards), and the mud
turtle, not to mention the employment of

human bones as artifacts. It is a pleasure

in this connection to acknowledge the in-

debtedness of the Museum to Mr H. E.

Anthony and Mr Herbert Lang, of the

American Museum of Natural History, for

the determination of the bones, frequent

reference to which, made possible by the

valued aid of these gentlemen, will be made
in this paper.

No objects designed for utility could be

made more readily from any substance

available to the Zufii people than from bone

and antler, since these materials were al-

ready partly shaped for use, especially as

INDIAN NOTES
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the commoner implements and as beads,

only a few moments being required to

modify most of them into the desired im-

plements and ornaments. For an awl, a

bird or a mammal bone usually necessitated

only pointing by rubbing one end on sand-

stone, when the tool was ready for use; for

beads, a hollow bone was cut the desired

length and the ends rubbed smooth: hence

the process employed in fashioning the

commonplace tools and ornaments was as

simple as the objects themselves.

That bone implements were not highly

treasured by the inhabitants of Hawikuh,

and that they were made with little expendi-

ture of labor, is exemplified by the fact that,

although some were found deposited with

the dead and others were recovered from

the houses, by far the greater number of

the thousands unearthed were from the

refuse heaps beyond the dwellings, where

they had been cast with the village debris.

Broken and discarded implements and orna-

ments are of course to be expected in such

refuse, but the finding therein of the numer-

ous perfect tools and other artifacts of bone.

AND MONOGRAPHS
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III

many of them highly finished, is not so

readily accounted for.

BONE AND ANTLER CUTTING

For cutting small bones the surface was

usually marked by slight scoring around the

Fig. 1.—Primarj' processes in boneworkin,

INDIAN NOTES
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PRIMARY PROCESSES IN ANTLER AND BONE WORKING
• (Slightly reduced)
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circumference (fig. 1, a, b), then sawed with

an edged stone (figs. 1, a, and 2, a), or by

means of a flake of sandstone with a blunt edge

a b c

Fig. 2.—Primary processes in boneworking.

(pi. I, a, h; fig. 2, h, c), sufficiently deep to en-

able breaking with the fingers. The imple-

ment or bead was then ready for finishing

by rubbing the ends smooth. Sometimes, in
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bead-making, the cut end of the remaining,

usually the articular, portion of the bone

was rubbed smooth before further cutting

Fig. 3.—Primary processes in boneworking.

was undertaken (pi. i, c; fig. 3, h), no doubt

as a matter of convenience. We will refer

III INDIAN NOTES
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to modifications in this process in treating

of the bone beads recovered from Hawikuh.

In some cases the cutting and severing of

bones was neatly done, but many examples

a b

Fig. 4.—Primary processes in antler severing.

exhibit clumsy workmanship, the scoring

being uneven or several attempts being

necessary before the bone was ready for

breaking in two. Evidences of this are

AND MONOGRAPHS
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shown in figs. 2, b, and 3, a. PI. i, d,

exhibits the metacarpal of a coyote that

had been scored, doubtless for cutting into

Fig. 5.—Processes of antler severing: a, by hacking; 6, by

scoring and by hacking and breaking.

small beads, but the work proceeded no

further.

For severing antler the same processes

were generally in vogue (pi. iii, a; fig. 4),
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AN UNWORKED ULNA OF A COYOTE AND A FINISHED AWL
(Length of 5, 6i inches)
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Fig. 6.—Antler severed by scoring.
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VARIOUS BONE AND ANTLER OBJECTS
(Length of /, 9| inches)





AWLS

AWLS

Of all the artifacts of bone found at Hawi-

kuh, awls and awl-like implements, includ-

ing weaving tools, are the most numerous,

many hundreds having been recovered from
the refuse and from graves and

houses. They are fashioned

from bones of various small

mammals and of birds, espe-

cially the turkey. In size the

awls vary from 9 in. (see the

longest one shown in pl.'x) to

U in. in length (fig. 7). Al-

though generally termed awls

by archeologists, these useful

implements no doubt were em-

ployed for many purposes, as

their points vary considerably,

some being almost as sharp as

a needle, while others are so blunt that for

the sake of distinguishing them we will

here designate them as punches. The
chisel- and gouge-like tools will be con-

sidered as in a class by themselves.

In many cases the entire awl was worked

Fig. 7.—a
tiny awl.

(Actual size.)

79
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from a piece of bone nicely rounded and

pointed with more or less labor, while in

Fig. 8.—Awls showing slight modification of the original

forms. (Actual size.)

most instances the articular end of a deer-

bone was left intact and used as a handle,
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AWLS OF VARIOUS KINDS
(Length of /, 81 inches)





AWLS

and a very convenient one it made, since it

fitted the middle finger without modifica-

tion at that end. Awls of this class, indeed,

required little alteration of the natural

81

Fig. 9.—Awls showing slight modification of the original

forms. (Length of a, 1| in.; of b, 2 J in.)

forms, as will be seen by the specimens

shown in pi. ii, which exhibit {a) an un-

worked ulna of a coyote, and {h) a finished

awl. Other awls showing slight modifica-

tion are illustrated in pi. iv, a-i, k-s; pi. v,
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a-c, and figs. 7, 8, 9, b. It should be said,

however, that some of the larger awls were

in such long or constant use and were so fre-

quently resharpened that little of the origi-

FiG. 10.—^Awls greatly worn and constantly resharpened.

(Actual size.)

nal shaft remains (pi. v, d-h; fig. 10), while

sometimes a broken tool or a broken un-

worked bone was refashioned or newly

worked, as the case might be, with like re-

III INDIAN NOTES
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BONES ADAPTED FOR USE AS AWLS BY SLIGHT
MODIFICATION

(Length of /, 4 inches)





Fig. U.—Unusual awls, (a is made from part of the

mandible of a mule deer. Length of a, 2| in.; of b,

2|in.)

AND MONOGRAPHS
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AWLS MADE FROM BONES SPLIT AFTER GROOVING
(Length of e, 5| inches)





•AWLS

to do further but different service. Prob-

ably the shorter awls of this kind were used

a b c

Fig. 13.—Handles for awls. (Actual size.)

with a wooden or a bone handle, like certain

points of iron found at Hawikuh. Handles
that may have been used for such purpose, as

AND MONOGRAPHS
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they exhibit no evidence of having had iron

points, are illustrated in figs. 13-15, and

others will be referred to and illustrated

Fig. 14.—Handles for awls. (Actual size.)

later. Possibly certain tubular bones may

have been employed similarly. An aw]

uniquely hafted is shown in fig. 16, the

handle consisting of part of a human coccyx

III INDIAN NOTES
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i)

AWLS FORMED FROM BONES SPLIT LENGTHWISE, BUT
OTHERWISE WITH LITTLE MODIFICATION

(Length of e, 4f inches)





AWLS

through which the slender implement passes

and is wedged in place with a splinter of

bone.

Fig. 15.—Awl handle.

(Length 3 in.)

Fig. It).—Awl with handle

made from a human coccj'x.

(Length 3 in.)

The awls of Hawikuh are almost invari-

ably plain, the Zuiii of that pueblo having

devoted comparativelv little attention to

the ornamentation of their implements of

AND MONOGRAPHS
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r L

Fig. 17.—Awls with the handle end ornamented by in-

cising (a), and by scoring (b) probably as a tally.

(Length of a, 4 in.; of b, 3^ in.)
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AWLS MADE OF BONES SPLIT LENGTHWISE OR WITH THE
NATURAL FORM PRESERVED, AND WITH MORE OR

LESS SECONDARY WORKING
(Length of the longest awl, 6 inches)
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CL

b

Fig. 18.—Awls made from fibula; of the wildcat. The

handle-end of h and c has been carved to represent an

animal's head, while the corresponding end of a is unmodi-

fied. (Length of 6, 2f in.; of c, 5| in.)
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AWLS MADE OF BONES SPLIT LENGTHWISE OR WITH
THE NATURAL FORM PRESERVED. AND WITH

MORE OR LESS SECONDARY WORKING
(Length of the longest awl, 9 inches)





iim

MA

AWLS

an awl is the object

shown in fig. 19. It is

5| in. long in its present iv^^^i^gsg?:*

condition, sharp-pointed,

and with a carved end

that originally may have

afforded means of attach-

ment to a thong;' but it

is now broken in such a

way as to give the end a

forked appearance. The

dotted lines show what

was probably the origi-

nal shape.

It will be well to refer

at this point to two in-

teresting and unusual

objects of bone—one (fig.

20) with the butt-end

carved in representation

of a mountain-sheep, the

other (fig. 21) from the

distal end of the meta-

tarsus of a pronghorn Fig. 20.—Awl with

,1 . J • • J handle carved to rep-
antelope cut and mcised

^^^^^^ ^ mountain-

On both sides to portray a sheep. (Length 4 in.)

93
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m'^^

itf^'-

:0.

Fig. 21.—^Part of an awl carved to represent a Shumai-

koli mask. (Length, with point missing, 4 in )
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SMOOTHLY FINISHED AWLS
(Length of a, 4I inches)
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piration of this time he captures a wood rat

(neotoma), and roasting it, eats it, that his

blood may not be made impure by terminating
his period of continence." 2

a

Fig. 22,—Iron awls with bone handles. (Length of a,

2>\ in.)

That the Shumaikoli fraternity was rep-

resented at Hawikuh is indicated by a

tradition at Zuiii "that a Hawikuh man
impersonating a white (East) Shumaikoli

had his mask stick to his face and went

III INDIAN NOTES
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SMOOTHLY FINISHED AWLS
(Length of i, 6| inches)
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SMOOTHLY FIN.SHED AWLS
(Length of h, 3f inches)
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W:

vi&

a be
Fig. 23.—Spatulate implements: a, Short spatula; b,

Spatula thinned at both ends; c, Knife-like spatula.

(Length of b, 5§ in.^

Ill INDIAN NOTES
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a d

Fig. 24.—Slender spatulate implements. (Length of a,

5| in.)

Ill INDIAN NOTES
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AWL-SPATULAS
(Length of g, 7| inches)
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the other, such as is shown in fig. 23, a,

which seems too short for use as a chisel.

a bed
Fig. 25.—Slender spatulate implements. (Length of a,

3 in.)

Another example is thinned at both ends

(fig. 23, b), while still another (fig. 23, c),

AND MONOGRAPHS
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AWL-SPATULAS
(Length of a, 6f inches)
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Fig. 26.—The two sides probably of a weaving imple-

ment. (Length, with the point missing, 3 in.)

AND MONOGRAPHS
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WEAVING TOOLS
(Length of i, 7f inches)
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WEAVING TOOLS
(Length of x, 5| inches)
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Possibly this implement was designed pri-

marily for use in weaving belts, garters, and

such-like small fabrics, and the same may

be said of the object shown in fig. 26, the

mi

mh^

Fig. 27.

—

a, Implement toothed at one end, chisel-like

at the other; b, c, Ornamented punches. (Length of a,

2\ in.)

pointed end of which is likewise missing,

although the notched end is intact. One

side, it will be noted, has been rudely

AND MONOGRAPHS
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scored, probably by way of ornamentation.

Fig. 27, a, represents a similar implement,

with a chisel-like proximal end. We will

refer later to certain flat, toothed bones.

PUNCHES AND ALLIED TOOLS

There is little difference between the

awls and that class of implements which

we may designate as punches, excepting in

the working end, which in the latter is more

blunt than in the case of the awls, the points

of which are oftentimes almost as sharp as

a needle. As with some other implements,

no fine distinction can be drawn between the

awls and the punches, since some of the

former are comparatively dull, while some

of the punches are relatively sharp; and

the same may be said of the relation be-

tween some of the punches and certain

chisels.

Bone punches of the commoner kinds are

represented in pi. xvni-xix. Two short

ones bear ornamentation, one of them (fig.

21, h) having crossed angular incised Hues

on its convex surface, the other (fig. 27, c)

a face crudely represented at the articular

INDIAN NOTES
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PUNCH-LIKE IMPLEMENTS
(Length of b, 5 f inches)
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PUNCH-LIKE IMPLEMENTS
(Length of h, 4f inches)
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end of its convex side. The punch shown

in fig. 28 is made of an antler prong.

An excellent punch-like

artifact is formed from a

metatarsus of a prong-

horn antelope without

great modification of its

natural form, as will be

seen by reference to pi.

XX, a. The band of

sacred red paint just

above the distal end sug-

gests the use of this ob-

ject for other than every-

day use, probably as a

dagger. There was no

evidence that the instru-

ment had been suspend-

ed, although the foramen

which passes from the

central groove through

the condyle mav well ^ „ ,
'

.
Fig. 28.—Punch made

have served for the mser- of antler. (Length 3f

tion of a thong for fasten- in.)

ing to the person.

Punches of antler are numerous among

AND MONOGRAPHS
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VARIOUS ARTIFACTS OF BONE
(a, Punch-like implement or dagger, painted at the end; b, weaving

tool (?) with the tines broken off; c, bone battered to shape
in process of manufacture)
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PUNCHES OF ANTLER
(Length of i, 7 J inches)
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have been used for chipping or flaking

stone. Fig. I of the same plate shows an

antler prong with five neatly incised lines

surrounding the pointed half, as if for orna-

mentation, and k a prong also slightly in-

cised for a like purpose.

An unusual punch-like object made from

an antler of a mule deer, 10| in. long in

its present condition, is illustrated in pi. iii,

b. It seems to have been artifically straight-

ened, and has been considerably smoothed.

A prong that projected from its lower part

was hacked off and the point of separation

smoothed, and through the antler at this

place and below were cut two crude oblong

openings, the part containing the lower

one of which has been broken partly away.

The function of this artifact is not known,

unless it was used as a punch, as suggested

by the worn pointed end.

Among the punch-like objects of antler

are those which generally are regarded as

flaking or chipping implements, although

this classification is not always made with

certainty, because tools were not usually

confined to a single use, as we have seen.

AND MONOGRAPHS
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III

The implements now referred to are too

blunt as a rule for use even as punches,

and they do not generally exhibit the polish-

ing of the tip-end that came from constant

rubbing against softer materials, as in

weaving, the puncturing of tanned skins,

basket-making, and the like, as in the case

of many of the awls and true punches. A
representative group of these tools is shown

in pi. XXII, all of them of antler with the

exception of h, which is of bone.

CHISELS

The chisels of bone and of antler are of

two classes— those beveled from both sides

of the working end, and those that have

been brought to an edge by grinding one

side only. The first type is illustrated by a

number of examples shown in pi. xxiii-

XXIV ia-c, e-h, I, m, o, r-f, v-z), of which n,

0, and z are of antler, the rest of bone. The

chisel shown in b has fourteen shallow

notches in one edge, and that in e nine

scores similarly placed, as if tallies made
by the owner. Each is fashioned from the

proximal end of an ulna of the pronghorn

INDIAN NOTES
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KNIVES

c of the plate, as is readily seen, is

fashioned from an entire scapula of a Vir-

ginia deer, but more than half the blade

has been cut or ground away.

The peculiar object reproduced

in e, made from the hyoid bone

of a buffalo, may have served

several uses; its smaller end

is thin and rounded, while the

straight and broader end shows

indication of having been

ground to an edge. With most

bone implements, mere splinters

were frequently adapted for use

after slight alteration, and

knives were no exception to

the rule, as will be noted by

examining h of pi. xxv. In fig.

29 is shown a knife made from

a rib, pointed at one end for fig. 29.—Awl-

use as an awl, thus representing knife. (Length

another tool designed for a ^^

double purpose.

Exceptional in the collections from Hawi-

kuh, notwithstanding their adaptability to

the purpose, are the ulnse of pronghorn

113
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KNIVES
(Length of /, "i inches)
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Possibly used as a rubber is the small

bone shown in fig. 30, the angular end of

which has been smoothed by

attrition, as if employed for

polishing small objects.

Doubtless various punches

and weaving tools, as well as

both the pointed ends and

the butts of awls, were used

likewise as polishers, and in-

deed any bone or antler tool

with a surface adapted to the

purpose, may have been em-

ployed similarly.

A crude object of uncer-

tain use, but which seems to

have served as a rubber or

polisher, is shown in pi. xxvi,

h. The antler of a mule deer,

together with the attached

portion of the skull, has been

cut away and the upper part,

where the antler was severed,

smoothed by wear on the broken edges.

It would have made an excellent wall

hook, such as may still be seen at Zuni, but

I

Fig. 30.—Rub-

ber or polisher.
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had it been used as such, the upper surface,

instead of the end, would exhibit abrasion,

and the edges and inner surface of the

cranial portion would have been protected

from the wear it now shows.

NEEDLES

Bone needles with eyes are not very

common on Southwestern sites, but many,

including sixteen entire (pi. xxvii-xxvni)

,

have been found at Hawikuh. There is no

reason to suppose that eyed needles were

not used in prehistoric times by the Zuiii,

as they were found at all levels in the refuse

of the pueblo under discussion. Moreover,

needles were only a step in advance of some

of the more delicate awls, hence their use

does not reflect progress in the manufacture

or repair of textiles so much as the fabrics

themselves. These will be treated in an-

other paper.

The position of the eye varies in distance

from one-sixteenth to eleven-sixteenths of an

inch from the blunt end of the needle.
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NEEDLES

Some of these implements show long use,

as indicated by the wearing of the eye (pi.

tl

a b c d

Fig. 31.—Pins made from metacarpal and metatarsal

bones of the jackrabbit. d shows an unworked bone.

(Length of b, 2| in.)

XXVII, c, g; pi. XXVIII, g, h). PL xxvn, i,

exhibits a needle so wide in comparison

117
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i;^

Fig. 32.—Pin.

(Actual size.)

with its length as to resemble

a bodkin, except that, unlike

the specimen in h, it is not

pointed. The needle shown in

pi. XXVII, e, has the appearance

of having been broken at the

eye and redrilled for further

use; but close examination

shows that this is not the case,

the notch evidently having

been made for some other

purpose, perhaps to accommo-

date the thread at this thicker

end of the needle for finer

work.

PINS

Pins were common in the Hawikuh refuse,

himdreds having been found. They are

exceedingly limited in variety, since they

were fashioned almost exclusively from the

metacarpal and metatarsal bones of the

jackrabbit by merely rubbing one of the

articular ends to a blunt point. The illus-

trations (fig. 31) show {d) such a bone un-

modified; (c) the same kind of bone with

III INDIAN NOTES
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ARROWS

one end ground down; and (a, b) two bones

with somewhat different points. The pin

shown in fig. 32 is unique in that it is the

only one in the collection made probably

from a phalangeal bone of a young deer.

ARROWS

In his letter of August 3, 1540, to the

Viceroy, Coronado says: "I send you sam-

ples of the weapons with which the natives

of this country [of Cibola]

fight, a shield, a hammer, and

a bow with some arrows,

among which there are two

with bone points, the like of

which have never been seen,

according to what these

conquerors say." In the

prosecution of the work at

Hawikuh, therefore, we were

not surprised to find an arrow-

point of bone with neatly

serrated edges (fig. 33), and

also what seem to be two finished points of

antler (fig. 34) and two others in process of

making (fig. 35), as both the latter show evi-

119

Fig.33.—Arrow-

point. (Actual

size.)
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dence of an attempt to reduce the natural

curvature of the antler tip. One of the

arrowpoints (fig. 34, a), it will be seen, has

a shank-like projection at the shaft-end,

m

Fig. 34.—Arrowpoints Fig. 35.—Unfinished arrow-

of antler. (Actual size.) points of antler. (Actual size.)

partly broken off, and the blunt end is

hollowed as if to receive the shaft. The

smaller antler point is hollowed also, and the

larger end is smoothed, but is without the

projection.
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TUBES

The tubes and beads of bone are distin-

guishable only by their size, and indeed

this alone is not always indicative of the use

of these neatly cut hollow bones, since some

of the shorter ones were undoubtedly used

as beads, and, fastened together, as wrist-

guards. The segregation of the two, there-

fore, is quite arbitrary. For our purpose a

tube may be defined as any hollow bone of

reasonable length that has been artificially

finished at both ends. In length the tubes

vary from a couple of inches to about seven

inches, the smaller ones merging into the

larger forms of beads. In diameter they

range from one-tenth to five-eighths of an

inch. The bones employed were usually the

femur, ulna, or radius of the turkey; but a

femur of a chicken and a humerus of a

coyote are so cut at the ends as to suggest

that in each case a part had been taken for

bead-making, although this is by no means

certain.

The purpose of the tubes may only be

conjectured. Some of them, no doubt.
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Plain tubes
(Length of the longest, 7 inches)





HODGE—HAWIKUH BONEWORK PL. XXX

ORNAMENTED TUBES AND WHISTLES
(Length of a, 4i inches)





TUBES

parallel lines shown near the ends of b pass

only halfway, and midway between the two

a b c

Fig. 36.—Handles for awls. (Length of c, 2\ in.)

sets is a small pit made by drilling.

Similarly ornamented objects will be

referred to in treating of the beads.
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Two tubes, unique in the collection, are

illustrated in pi. xxx, a, e. These resemble,

in a measure, some of the musical instru-

ments to be described, excepting that a has

a drilled aperture half an inch from each

end, entirely through the greater diameter,

possibly for use as some form of pendant.

Such probable use is accentuated by the

fact that the edges of the drilled openings

are polished as if by a thong. The two

openings in the other interesting object

have been cut by sawing evidently with an

edged stone, while the intervening sections

are ornamented with zigzag or crossed lines.

The other side of the tube is plain.

Somewhat similar in form to the bird-

calls to be described are the three speci-

mens presented in pi. xxxi, h-d, which may

be nothing more than attempts to cut the

tubes to form shorter beads, although all

are more or less polished by wear at the ends.

The tube (pi. xxxi, c) with the three

opposite pairs of holes, all drilled from with-

out, not through from side to side, is unique

in the collection of Hawikuh bone objects.

It does not appear to have been used as a
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III

mine the musical possibilities of any of the

instruments mentioned.

Related in a measure to the flutes and the

whistles, and indeed they are actually

whistles, although blown from the side, are

the bird-calls, which were found in con-

siderable numbers. That these instru-

a b

Fig. 37.—Bitsitsi whistles. (Actual size.)

ments were used by hunters for attracting

birds and possibly certain mammals, there

seems to be no doubt, as each of two old

Zufii men, asked separately how they were

employed, immediately put one to use,

producing a shrill whistling note.

In every instance the vent is centrally,

or almost centrally, placed, and usually it

INDIAN NOTES
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FLUTES AND WHISTLES
(Length of e, 6f inches)
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has been rather carelessly drilled or gouged

out, as will be seen by some of the examples

shown in pi. xxxv. A few of these {h-d,

gj h, k) have double vents, one opposite the

other, and because some of them show more

Fig. 38.—Half-tubes probably used as whistles.

(Actual size.)

or less polish about the aperture, they may
have been used as beads or pendants, but
this is uncertain. The drilling of the speci-

men shown in pi. xxxv, k, suggests its use
as a bead rather than as a bird-call; it is

one of the doubly-drilled specimens that
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not only exhibit wear about the vents, but

more or less polish inside as well. Fig.fg

of the same plate shows a particularly in-

teresting example in that it still retains its

original wrapping of hair cord about the

middle to prevent breaking, the object

having become cracked from end to end in

two opposite places.

Fig. 39.—Bones probably used as whistles.

(Slightly reduced.)

We now reach a class of whistles con-

sisting of two oblong pieces of bone, slightly

concave on one side, so that when tied to-

gether, the concave sides inward, the in-

strument was ready for use by blowing in

one end; Such a whistle is in use at Zuni

today by the Bitsitsi, a personage asso-

ciated with the Molawia ceremony of the

III INDIAN NOTES
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BIRDCALLS AND WHISTLES
(Length of n, 4^ inches)
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(Length of h, 2| inches)
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Shalako rites, excepting that it is made of

"vegetable matter" instead of bone.^ Of

those illustrated, fig. 37 represents two

pairs that fit perfectly, while the edges of

all the others are straight and smooth

Fig. 40.—Bones probably used as whistles.

(Actual size.)

enough to have served with similar pieces

(fig. 38-40). It will be observed that one

of the pairs (fig. 37, b) is notched slightly at

one end, as in the case of the modern one

illustrated by Mrs Stevenson, while two

others, not of the same size (fig. 41), are
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III

more deeply notched in the side, near the

end.

Objects similar in form.—Related more or

less in form to the slightly concave pairs of

bone objects are the flat or fiattish ones

illustrated in pL xxxiii, a-d, all but the

first showing the spongy process on one

face. None of these

were found in pairs,

and their use is not

known. They ex-

hibit no markings.

Other forms of the

same general kind

of objects are repre-

sented in pi. XXXVI,

e-i, all with squared

edges, with the ex-

ception of the last,

which may have been used as a scraper.

PL Liii, I, is also of the same class, but

unusual in that it is made from part of the

plastron of a mud-turtle or a tortoise and

blackened by fire. Originally it was a

pendant, as shown by the remaining part

of a drilled hole near one corner. We will

Fig. 41.—Notched bones

probably used as whistles.

(Actual size.)
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BEADS
(Length of m, nearly 2 inches
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BEADS
(Length of c, 2\ inches)
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HANDLES

We have already described and illustrated

certain handles used for awls. There are a

few others that have been employed in

connection with knives or

other implements, if we may
judge by the size and shape of

the opening in one end. The

most interesting of these is the

handle of antler illustrated in

fig. 42, which has been nicely

hollowed out, drilled from both

sides to receive pegs, possibly

of wood, to hold the blade or

point in place, and the taper-

ing end cut to represent the

head of an animal. Another

antler handle (pi. xli, h) has

been drilled entirely through

one end, from both sides, to

afford means of suspension.

From the inside polish in both

ends, the crude handle of bone

exhibited in a of the same

plate was used after the

Fig. 42—Hol-
lowed and carved

handle of antler.

(Length 5 J in.)
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REEL AND HOOKS
(Diameter of a, If inch)
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Fig. 43.—Antelope

rib used as a tally.

(Length 10 in.)

use. The Zuiii workmen re-

garded this as a saw, but it

would certainly not prove

effectual as such.

The specimen shown in

fig. 43, the rib of a prong-

horn antelope, was undoubt-

edly a tally; the flattened

end is faintly notched with

thirty marks, the three sets

of ten being separated by

two longer marks, although

the first ten markings from

one end are almost oblit-

erated.

Notched bones of another

kind, which apparently were

neither musical instruments

nor tallies, are shown in pi.

XLV, a-d. It is not likely

that these were used in

weaving belts, garters, and

such-like small textiles,

otherwise they would indi-

cate wear of the teeth,

which they do not. The one

III INDIAN NOTES
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VARIOUS NOTCHED BONES, AND RINGS

(Length of a, 2| inches)
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shown in a may have been broken at the

serrated end after having been notched, but

if so, it was subjected to further use, as this

end shows wear. Some of these objects

may have been used as head-scratchers.

Still another notched bone is presented

in pi. XLV, g, being the anterior distal por-

tion of the left humerus of a mule deer,

rather faintly incised at the end and also

on the ridge. The use to which this object

was put is not known.

PAINTED BONES

The Zuni had the custom, which is still

practised to some extent at least, when a

hunter killed his first game, of painting one

of the bones of the animal with sacred

paint—red or black, or both. That the

same custon prevailed at Hawikuh in an-

cient times is indicated by the finding of a

number of painted bones of mammals, three

of which are shown in pi. XLVi, xlvii.

These are part of the scapula of a deer

striped with black (pi. XLVi, a), the atlas of

a coyote tipped with black (6), and the lower

jaw of an antelope with black and red stripes
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on one side (pi. xlvii) . PL XLVin illustrates

the horn-core of a domestic goat, blackened

at the tip, but whether it was deliberately so

treated is not known. In addition to these,

there is an antler punch with a painted

band in black near the pointed end; a

lower maxillary of a mule deer completely

covered with red paint; an ilium with part

of the ischium, also of a mule deer, that

had been similarly painted but most of the

paint has been washed or worn off; and a

deer scapula that bears several bands in

black on both sides.

GAMING BONES

Two gaming implements (pi. xlix), each

made from a shin-bone of a young deer,

and with eleven and eight lines, respectively,

incised across the flat face, were found to-

gether in the refuse. Doubtless these were

used in a game more or less similar to the pres-

ent sholiwe, in which four split and marked

reeds or tablets are employed; but the Zuni

were unable to identify the game in which

the incised bones had actually been used,

and believed that it had become obsolete.
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of the graves. These will be treated in

another paper.

Totally different in kind are two pendants

of grizzly-bear tusks (pi. liv), one {e)

grooved centrally, the other (/) split in two

lengthwise and drilled for suspension.

What may have served as pendants, be-

cause drilled at one end, are two worked

pieces of antler, one of which is shown in

pi. Liv, d, and two small bones, unworked,

save as to their perforation, and which may
have had some supposed potent influence.

One of the latter is shown in pi. liv, c.

Curious pendants are those illustrated

in pi. Lni, e, and liv, a, b. The first men-

tioned is a drilled intervertebral disc of the

axis of a pronghorn antelope; the second,

the anterior portion of the mandible of a

wildcat {Felis [ruffa?]), with two incisors;

and the third, the occipital portion of the

skull of a wildcat. Possibly each was be-

lieved to possess certain magic power at-

tributed to the animal to which it belonged;

at any rate, such a surmise is quite con-

sonant with Zuni belief. Possibly the disc

represented in pi. li, a, made from a section
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MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS

We may here mention a smaller object of

tortoise plastron, shown in fig. 45, of curious

shape, and no doubt used as a scraper, as

two of its edges are considerably beveled by

wear. Other fragments of tortoise-shell in

the collection show

artificial working of

the margin, and in one

instance a central per-

foration as though de-

signed for use as a

gorget-like ornament.

None of these are in

any way decorated.

No suggestion of

the use of the object

shown in pi. XL, a, can

be offered unless it

was used as a reel for winding sinew or

other sewing material. It is made from the

fourth sternal rib of an antelope.

CONCLUSION

The chief interest in the bone objects

from Hawikuh lies in the fact that, coming

Fig. 45.—Scraper made

from tortoise plastron.

(Actual size.)
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effect on the customs and beliefs of the

Hawikuh people than the material things

which the white man introduced among
them.
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